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The brief history of
maritime training at the
South African Training
Ship General Botha.
1920 - 2020

TIMELINE
LMC’s three year school programme of maritime studies complements the schools
Maths, Science and language subjects and so young South Africans can once again
finish their schooling with a nautical orientation and so follow careers of their choice
hopefully in the community of seafaring – our proud heritage.

2020
In 1995 a group of passionate marine
enthusiasts started the Lawhill Maritime
Centre (LMC) linked to the Simon’s
Town School, so back to the roots from
which the ship was once moored.

20 05

2005 Cape Technikon changes to Cape
Peninsular University of Technology.
1990 SAMNA General Botha handed
over to Cape Technikon.

1990
1966

In March 1966 cadets from the SANC
General Botha moved from Gordons Bay
to a new building in Mouille Point (Granger
Bay) and became an Academy (SAMNA).

1948

April 1948 cadets of the General Botha
move to crash boat station in Gordons Bay.

1940

During World War 2 May 1940 cadets depart Ship –
General Botha – for the sport field Redhill above
Simon’s Town.

1922

1922 - first cadets join the ship at anchor
in Simon’s Town close to dockyard. The
ship, named after the Union’s first Prime
Minister, General Botha, was anchored
in the protected waters of Simon’s Town
where about 150 cadets would undergo
both navigation and seamanship
education but also discipline and
Honour and Duty – the motto of the
Old Boys’ Association.

LEGEND
LIVES ON
HONOUR
& DUTY

1920
1920 - Mr TBF Davis donated an ex World War 1 cruiser
- H.M.S. Thames to South Africa for the sole purpose to
train young men for a career at sea in nautical training.

South Africa’s
youth has been
fortunate to
choose maritime
training from
1922 to the
present day.
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Overview
MISSION
The S.A.T.S General Botha Old Boy’s Association
Bursary Fund (GBOBA BF) was initiated in April
2011 by Phil Wade after a visit by four S.A.T.S General
Botha Old Boys Association (GBOBA) reunion groups,

The Bursary Fund Team at
the LMC Grade 12 Awards

Lawhill Maritime Centre (LMC) at Simon’s Town School.

PRINCIPAL
OBJECTIVES

Lawhill so impressed the participants as being similar

The principal objective of the Fund is to assist

from the years 1951, 1961, 1971 and 1981, to the

to the General Botha in its years as a training ship, a
nautical college and an academy that it was decided
that it would be valuable and appropriate to establish
a bursary fund with the following fourfold mission:
•	The preservation of the S.A.T.S General Botha

students financially who wish to enter, or
who already attend, an approved educational
establishment to study towards a maritime
career; being students studying, or wishing to study,
at the Lawhill department of maritime studies in the

culture and legacy as a significant part of South

Simon’s Town School, or similar school, and those

African maritime history.

studying, or wishing to study at tertiary institutions

•	The maintenance of a living memorial honouring
the memory of General Botha Old Boys.
•	The encouragement and education of young South
Africans to pursue careers in the maritime industry.
•	The strengthening of national maritime education
and training initiatives.

to qualify for admittance to the Navigation and/or
Engineering Cadet Programme.
Alternatively, should it be found by the governing
body of the Fund that they cannot satisfy this
principal objective for any reason, they can decide
to support materially an approved institution that
provides maritime education and/or training.

The Fund was created under the auspices of the Cape

An important supplementary objective to the

Town Branch of the S.A.T.S General Botha Old Boys

principal objective of the Fund is to provide a

Association. The Fund has the following statement of

successful mentoring and outreach programme

objectives in its constitution:

for all its funded students.

CONSTITUTION
The original constitution was finalized and approved

TAX BENEFITS
FOR DONORS

by the South African Revenue Services (SARS) in

Donors subject to tax in South Africa can benefit by

October 2011, establishing the Fund as a Public
Benefit Organisation with registration for tax
exemption and allowance for the issue of certificates
for donor taxation benefits.
The original constitution was amended during
2017 to allow for the incorporation of the Society
of Master Mariners Bursary Fund. It was further

contributing to this fund as follows:
Individuals: Limited to a donation benefit of 10% of
taxable income before the deduction of donations and
medical expenses.
Companies: Limited to a donation benefit of 10% of
taxable income before becoming liable for taxation on

amended in 2020.

donations.

The constitution is available to any interested parties

BBBEE: As defined by the Codes of Good Practice 100%

on request.
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of beneficiaries are black South Africans. (Independent
Confirmation Report available on request.)

From the
Desk of the

ChaiRman
By Simon Pearson

Simon Pearson arriving at the 2020 LMC prize giving

The year of 2020 will go down in history as probably the

They live in quarters that are handsomely furnished with

most universally difficult and personally challenging

a strong emphasis on the nautical including a proper diet

year, ever. Corporates and individuals have been most

and a healthy respect towards their seniors. Interest talks,

generous in assisting those who suffered most including

dialogues with staff and invited maritime speakers makes

our bursary students trying to do their schoolwork in a

for a thread of commitment to their new world of ships

most disruptive year.

and shipping.

The volunteers that make up the Bursary Funds’ working

Non-swimmers are schooled in the local Navy pool by

team have rallied to keep the spirit of the Bothie held

qualified instructors added to which sailing is a popular

high amongst our learners, teachers and families. Our

choice of these learners on their own L26 yacht donated

B.F. mandate has not been neglected but our financial

to the LMC.

resources have been severely reduced. However, we have
increased our funders from 44 in 2019 to 78 in 2020 – a
sterling effort.
The LMC progressed through the 2019 academic year
with learners at school then at home then back to classes
so very unsettling.

During 2021 we are planning to formalise the small boat
training done on False Bay into a local qualification to add
to their school leaving certificate.
A well-rounded young adult would then emerge from
this Simons Town school and its Maritime Centre into an
industry needing young blood to fill posts both ashore

Classes held on Zoom, or by other modes, had their

and at sea; in the blue water fleet or in the more coastal

challenges so to get a matric pass for our three Grade 12

operations along our extensive coastline.

was both rewarding and a measure of what can be done
when disaster impacts your planning.

As your Chairman it gives me the utmost pleasure to read
and hear reports from our past and present cadets as

Our Fund does put a lot of emphasis on mentorship of

to the amazing support, financial help, mentoring, and

the learners at LMC and this is best illustrated when our

interest awarded each bursary student.

volunteers take the youngsters for walks on the mountain
or out on False Bay to get the much-needed harmony
between school activity and normal life in the open,
refreshing the mind and body.
Learners who enter our three-year programme are

To this end I need to salute all those reading this report
for the wonderful and generous contribution you have
made, personally, to ensure the Bursary Fund remains a
successful contributor to the youth development in the
maritime sector.

inducted into the General Botha tradition especially –
“Honour and Duty” and instilling in these young South
Africans a very unique education.
We encourage a strong and healthy bond with the GB
group and their classmates; we want to see diligence of
studies mixed with a commitment to self-discipline and

Simon Pearson

similarly towards their environs.

December 2020
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the bursary
Fund team
2020 was a year of
consolidation under the
new Chairmanship of
Simon Pearson.

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE

Founding Chairman Keith Burchell
maintained his passion for the Bursary
Fund by remaining on the Exco in the

Simon Pearson
Chairman 2020

Dave Main
vice Chairman

Nomkhitha Mbele
(Durban Branch)
Outside
vice chairman

Keith Burchell

Tony Nicholas

Peter Coetzee

Dennis Henwood

Blackie Swart

role of Acting Treasurer. Former General

treasurer

Manager of Smit Salvage Dave Main
stepped into the role of Vice Chairman
with Country Director of Fendercare
Marine, Durban based Nomkhitha Mbele,
continuing her role as outside Vice
Chairman leading the Durban branch of
the Bursary Fund. The rest of the Exco
are active and involved members of the

staff

Bursary Fund team, the majority of whom
Chair one of the Sub Committee’s which are
tasked with the operational work related
to; Financial Management, Fundraising,
Tertiary, Lawhill Maritime Centre, Extra
Murals and the Golf Day.
At the 2020 AGM, the Bursary Fund was
delighted to welcome Grindrod’s Yuna

Thalia Hock
general manager

Mikayla Pillay
student administrator

board members

Dabideen and Mike Melly onto the Board
both of whom were integral to the support
of the Durban based students during the
Covid lockdown.
2020 necessitated the move to Zoom for
meetings. Once everyone had acquainted

Yvette De Klerk

Aubrey Sobiso

Thembela Thaboshe

Yuna Dabideen

Lloyd Merriman

Charles Kingon

Phil Wade

Rob Gardner

Colin Flockhart

Tiaan Rabe

Mike Melly

themselves with meeting online, it has
turned out to be an advantage as our
disparate Board members are also able to
dial in. It is foreseen that future meetings
will be a combination of in person
and online.
General Manager, Thalia Hock together with
Student Administrator/Bookkeeper Mikayla
Pillay spent much of the year working
remotely but were delighted to move into
more suitable offices in Muizenberg when
lockdown eased. They have both embraced
their roles and are now an integral part of
the Bursary Fund family.
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Koos Louw

life governors
Paul Semark, Derrick Russell, Danny Meyer, Neil Lawson

moving
into 2021

Grade 10

the students
and sponsors

Thobeka
Mavundla

Thandokuhle
Nyawose

Afikamathemba
Mabaso

Anele May

Nqobile
Khuzwayo

Alwande
Sithole

Juvandré
Williams

Grade 11

Liqhawe Mdoda

Alistair
Struthers
Legacy

RCYC

RCYC

Grade 12

MUR SHIPPING

Gracia Pillay

Sifundo Sithole

Jody-Terri
Muleshi

Asemahle
Theo Jack
Bursary

Lucky Lives
Trust

Busang
Tskukulu

Luyanda
Dlamini

Sean Day
Scholarship
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past students
Since inception in 2011 the Bursary Fund
has funded close to 40 students at LMC
and/or for Tertiary Studies.
Contact has been maintained with these students
and all of them are employed, the majority in the
maritime field, or still studying. This is remarkable
considering that in South Africa the estimated youth
unemployment rate was 55.75% in 2020.
Nine of the past students, of which six were funded
via the Bursary Fund for their Tertiary studies,
are climbing the ranks of the maritime industry.
Continuing mentorship by the General Botha Old
Boys appears to be key to the success of these
students which has been especially needed during the
challenges of 2020 which impacted on the availability

moving
into 2021
Past student stories:
Tsoso Hanong: I am currently doing
my Tug Master practical training at the
port of Richards Bay, which commenced
in May 2019. Phase 1 and 2 Theory was
done in February 2020 at the MARITIME
SCHOOL OF EXELLENCE in Durban. In
March 2020, our training was stopped
for about 3 months because of COVID
19, which is why I will only be going for my Master Port
Operation in 2021. SAMSA requires 365 days on sight training
which I will finish by the end of May 2021. The fear of oral exam
is upon me yet again. I am studying hard as I always have.

of cadetships and crew changes. Many of the Cadets
have been assisted in preparations for their Oral
Exams by Bursary Fund EXCO members Simon

Zusiphe Mzotho: I am doing my Tug

Pearson and Dennis Henwood.

Master training in Richards Bay Port.

Tsoso Hanong and Zuzipho Mzotho were the first
students at LMC to be funded via the Bursary Fund
matriculating in 2013. They both completed their
OOW certification in 2019 and are presently employed
as Trainee Tugmasters in Richard’s Bay.
Talisha Chetty matriculated at LMC in 2015 and

I feel it is the perfect outcome for me as
I did not want to stay at sea for a long
time. I will forever be grateful to GBOBA
for the funding they provided me with,
without them I would probably not be
where I am today.

studied Navigation at CPUT. She completed her
cadetship at Amsol and has obtained her OOW
certification. She is presently employed by Amsol.

Loyiso Jantjies: I am onboard M/V

Keanon Daniels matriculated at LMC in 2016 and was

Cape Acacia, this ship is South African

funded via the Bursary Fund by SOMMSA at SSTG in
2017. He is a Cadet onboard an Oldendorff ship.
Loyiso Jantjies and Nkazimla Mtshixa both
matriculated at LMC in 2017 and the Bursary Fund
funded their studies at SSTG. Loyiso has obtained his

registered, which is a huge because I
am representing South Africa and the
GBOBA Bursary Fund. Fun fact about
this ship is that it is the longest ship on
the South African registry.

OOW certification and is presently a Cadet onboard

My sea journey so far has been quite interesting, I started

Cape Acacia and Nkazi is a Third Officer with Grindrod.

my cadetship with M/V Red Cedar, then went to M/V

Menelisi Mkhize matriculated at LMC in 2018 and
was funded via the Bursary Fund by SABT for his
studies at SSTG. He is now a Cadet with Grindrod.
Avela May matriculated at LMC in 2018 and was
funded via the Bursary Fund by MUR for his studies at
SSTG. He has completed a year’s sea time with MUR
and is preparing for his OOW certification.
Smangaliso Dlamini was funded via the Bursary
Fund by Captain Steve Ray for his studies at DUT. He
is presently a Cadet with Grindrod.
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Windsor Adventure and finished with M/V Red Cedar.
During those times it took me a while to adjust because of
language barriers but after that I knew the operations. A
positive mindset and good attitude are what has kept me
going. So far, my favourite port has been Hamburg.
I am grateful to the GBOBA Bursary Fund for believing in me
and supporting me throughout the years. The bursary fund
has changed my life and put me in a position to change the
life of my family as well. I have grown as a person because
of the bursary fund and have the responsibility to be a good
ambassador for the bursary wherever I go.

past s t u d e n t s

Nkazimla Mtshixa: 2020 update

Menelisi Mkhize: I would like to highlight

- It has really been eventful with

that being a seaman is not for everyone. It

many great memories that I shall

is a hard and demanding job. At sea there

keep for the rest of my life and

is no space for excuses and being lazy. It’s

also some unplanned delays which

all about pushing yourself to the limits by

no person could have forecasted.

giving your job the best to become the best. I

Thankfully I had the support of

love my career of being a seaman. I enjoyed

many people which included the

the tasks I got given and I have learnt so

General Botha Old Boys’ Association Bursary Fund, Captain Mike

much in the months that I spent at sea. It really is an amazing career.

Melly who throughout my cadetship has been mentoring me into

When I just got off the ship as we were sailing away from the ship on

becoming the officer I am today, Captain Dennis Henwood for my

a tug outside port limits of Manila Bay I really felt like crying because I

oral preparations, Mr Tom Frazer for all the coaching sessions,

felt like I was leaving a big part of me behind. I really love this career.

and many other people who assisted me behind the scenes.

I think reading about seafaring is not enough, one must get out there

I finished my cadetship in June of 2020 after we delivered the
tanker I was on to new owners, luckily I had finished all my
seatime so it was just a matter of preparing for my orals which I
did but got delayed due to Level 3 restrictions. I finally got to do
them on the 17th of November and I passed. I have since joined
my first vessel as Junior officer but got promoted after 3 weeks
to 3rd officer.
It has not been an easy journey as I’ve had to sacrifice a lot of
things including some relationships, some of my social life... but
it has been worth it thus far. This journey could’ve been more
difficult if I did not have the unwavering support that I receive
from many people for which I am forever grateful.

and experience it first hand.
The travelling around the world is exciting but however for me
it is more about the career and becoming an Officer that is more
interesting. There are many beautiful places out there! (One of the
places I think is really beautiful is Spain). Sometimes when we were
transiting in a beautiful place I would wish my parents and family
members could see these places, as my stories and pictures describing
them would not be enough! The world is beautiful.
Speaking of beauty, I served on a beautiful geared bulk carrier
named IVS WENTWORTH which is under the Singapore registry and
owned by Grindrod Shipping. She is not only a beauty but she is
well maintained and operated as well. We were involved in shipping
various types of cargo on her like coal, aluminium ingots, titanium
slag, zinc ore, chrome ore, pig iron, murite of potash in different
grades, salt, silica sand and this involved various methods of loading

Avela May: I have to say it was very

and discharging which was very educational.

interesting being onboard at such a

I also was very lucky to experience the 5 yearly drydock in Shanghai as

time, taking into account Covid-19
and how it has affected the Maritime
Industry.

Nevertheless,

my

time.

onboard was splendid. I learnt various
things, how to operate Life Saving
and Fire Fighting equipment and
Navigational equipment. I learnt how to adjust to change being
the only South African onboard sailing with Indians. I was treated
in a good way by the Ship’s staff and it is because of them that I
was able to stay at sea for such a long period.
I was very lucky to have gotten voyages which were going around
the world. I ended up crossing the Equator, the International
Dateline, the wonderful Panama Canal, Suez Canal and my ship
went for Dry Dock in China. These are memorable moments I
will forever cherish. One thing that I took out of this experience
is that one should never shy away from work, if you are given
an opportunity grab it with both hands and even if you make
mistakes learn from them and continue to work hard.

I assisted my Officer prepare her for drydock. It was a busy two weeks
learning about both the deck and engineroom side of things and a
great experience to be able to walk under her and see the ballast
tank plugs ,echo sounder transducer and electromagnetic log sensor.
The feeling of standing watch on the bridge is inexplicably great! It is
really amazing to be at sea and even now that I am on vacation I am
thinking of the sea! Everyone is aware of the addictive drugs on the
streets but not seafaring. It is really addictive to be a seaman. The salt
water in my veins will never run out.
The learning at sea is continuous and that is what makes seafarers
so knowledgeable apart from the fact that our work is not only based
on ship stuff. Working for a company like Grindrod is really a blessing
because the company takes very and I mean very good care of their
seafarers. As a seaman you learn to respect and understand other
people too, hence why we have such good mentors at General Botha
Old Boys Association. They have accumulated such a tremendous
amount of knowledge, experience and skills at sea over the years
during their time which makes them the great gentlemen they are!

I am truly grateful to MUR(Dockendale) for giving me such an

Even now that I am ashore I still put others first because I always

opportunity, General Botha Old Boys Association for all the help

remember Captain Tony’s saying-”An officer is a gentleman”and I am

I received from the mentors and everyone else who is involved in

an aspiring Officer and plan to groom myself into a great Officer by

the association, none of this would have been possible without you.

following in the footsteps of my mentors who are my role models.
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mentoring and
outreach

By tony Nicholas

“Nurturing Sea Fever”
The fund board members consider the
mentoring and outreach program a
fundamental part of the youngster’s
development from a young scholar to a
graduate responsible citizen and ultimately
Captain of Industry and sets the fund apart
and ahead of other sponsors.

Induction Day at
the Naval Museum.
The year started off with
meeting with all our
learners in the S.A. Naval
Museum in Simon’s Town
early in term 1.

The primary objective of this meeting is to introduce the new
learner intake to the bursary fund, their mentors as well as the
history and ethos of our training ship and those that trained in
her. The meeting is held in the museum’s historic chapel followed
by a conducted tour of our training ship’s exhibit in the museum.
Although the grades 11 and 12s have visited this exhibit previously
it is always pleasing to note the learners find new items of interest
to them. This time I noted one of our Grade 12 learners’ study
and take a photograph of the large brass plaque inscribed with
Rudyard Kipling’s poem, If. I believe this poem shall inspire her as it
has done for generations of previous cadets of our training ship.
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M e n t o r i n g and OUTr e ach

The annuaL
Memorial Service
In March each year the Association
hosts its annual memorial service at our
cenotaph in Cape Town City central.
All our learners attend this service at which
two grade 12s lay a wreath on behalf of
Lawhill Maritime Centre; learners Nikita
Adams and Buren van Wyk fulfilled this duty
with poise and dignity. It is here that our
learners begin to understand our training
Nikita Adams and Buren Van Wyk preparing to lay a wreath.

ship’s motto; Honour and Duty.

covid-19
pandemic
Then the pandemic struck South Africa
and the world, in mid-March all learners
were sent home for their safety and
schools shut for many months. During this
Student Administrator / Midshipman Mikayla Pillay with
Blackie Swart and Keith Burchell.

grade 12
leadership course
In June our grade 12 learners were allowed to

period, we facilitated online learning for our
learners by means of providing data and
access to some internet sites including that
of the Western Cape Education Department.
In addition, we provided private tutorage in
mathematics and science for our grade 12
learners, also by online methods.

return to boarding at Lawhill Maritime Centre
and attend school at Simon’s Town School.

It is understandable that much teaching time
had been lost and thus our grade 12s had a
tough challenge ahead of them. They all rose
to the challenge and graduated grade 12.
During this period there was a short school
break but all the grade 12s remained in
boarding during this period for their safety.
Lawhill Maritime Centre arranged lessons for
them during this period to assist them catch
up the lost teaching time, but all work and no
play is not a healthy environment for a young
person. Thus, we arranged a leadership
course for all grade 12s in Lawhill Maritime
Centre, conducted outside in their car park
adhering to the required social distancing.
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M e n t o r i n g and OUTr e ach

introducing
grade 10 learners
Adjusted COVID-19 lockdown level enabled us
to introduce grade 10 learners Gracia Pillay and
Juvandrè Williams to their corporate sponsor,
the Royal Cape Yacht Club. The club committee
members were delighted to meet them and
hosted them royally.
Lindani Mchunu Manager of Royal Cape Sailing Academy gave
Gracia and Juvandre a tour of the yacht basin.

Mountain hike for
all the grade 12s
During the school break Lawhill Maritime Centre
arranged a mountain hike for all the grade 12s and
invited mentors to accompany them. This was a most
successful day of interaction with our learners.

grade 12 awards
ceremony
The year ended off with the
Lawhill Maritime Centre
grade 12 awards ceremony.
We were pleased to note that our learners
received awards and recognition in differing
spheres of their education and extra mural
activities. The pandemic and resultant lockdown
regulations prevented the Fund from achieving
various goals with our learners which is
regrettable. But to see their smiles as they
graduate and enter the world of tertiary study or
employment is a joy to behold.
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M e n t o r i n g and OUTr e ach

swimming training
As part of the Bursary Fund
Extra-Curricular Program,
swimming training is
provided to Grade 10 Bursary
Fund students, selected LMC
students and Sea Cadets in
preparation for participation
in NSRI and Sea Cadet Camps
which have been part of the
Bursary Fund program.

Durban Sub
Committee
By Yuna Dabideen

If one had to sum up human
character during 2020 in one word,
the word would be “Resilient”.
Despite the pandemic, people have strived to rise up
and above physical, emotional challenges and the
beneficiary students to the General Botha Bursary Fund
As it turned out this was the only formal extra mural
training that could take place in 2020 before the
pandemic hit.
The program started with a medical for each selected
student conducted gratis by Dr Cleeve Robertson CEO
of NSRI. The students were also transported to SAMSA
for a Colour Vision Test to confirm that they were
suitable for a sea going career.
A dedicated swimming coach Sarah Sandemann
conducted five classes at the Naval Pool in Simon’s
Town. For many of the students this is their first ever
swimming lesson and they start by being nervous to
even put their faces in the water. All the swimmers
showed incredible determination and enthusiasm but

have been no exception.
The students have managed to excel in their 2020
studies despite having to endure physical relocation
back to their homes, less than conducive studying
environments and virtual classrooms and tutoring.
During the course of the year, the Durban SubCommittee endeavoured to provide a localised support
system to the students so their commitment to their
studies remained unwaivered. Durban Sub-Committee
member, Jackie Barnard must especially be commended
for facilitating temporary classroom facilities, transport
and tutoring during the lockdown. Committee members
also rallied to collect study guides and writing materials
to supplement the student’s efforts.

it was the improvement in the weakest swimmers, that

Ultimately, it was the student’s own resilience and desire

was the most heartening, by the last lesson they were

to study that enabled them to use the secondary tools

all able to swim a width of the pool unaided. These

that their disposal to see them to the end of the year.

lessons are truly life- changing.

The Durban Sub- Committee is proud to have supported
them through the process!
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2020 saw the well-known yacht broker David Abromowitz join Marine
Inspirations as its Cape Town representative.
In January Phil sailed the Cape to Rio Race and ran a successful GoFundMe
campaign to raise funds to sponsor Nqobile Khuzwayo for Grade 11 and 12
at Lawhill Maritime Centre at Simon’s Town School.
Phil Wade

Marine Inspirations is
the Bursary Fund’s sister
organisation chaired
by GBOBA Old Boy and
renowned yachtsman
Phil Wade who is based in
Palma, Spain.

Unfortunately, due to Covid the annual overseas sail training and maritime
educational program in Palma, Spain for selected LMC students, had to be
cancelled. Similarly, Marine Inspirations main fundraising event the Big Bottle
Wine Party also had to be cancelled but Phil was not daunted and initiated
new ways of supporting young people and embraced new fundraising
mechanisms. He was instrumental in initiating the Bursary Fund’s Covid
Relief Fund and in addition sponsored 35 computer tablets for township
students who are part of Royal Cape Yacht Club Sailing Academy and were
having to learn remotely during lockdown. In November, a raffle for a sunset
cruise donated by David Abromowitz took place and was a great success.

Asemahle
Theo JacK

Lutho Thomas

As 2020 drew to a close, Lutho
Thomas 2018 Head Boy of
Simon’s Town School and a former
participant in the Bursary Funds
Extra Mural Program, made his
way to Palma, Spain. Phil facilitated
this challenging travel during Covid
times and is successfully assisting
keen sailor Lutho to start his
career in the yachting industry.
A massive milestone for Marine Inspirations was when Theo Jack informed Phil
that he would like to “pay it forward” by starting his own Bursary for a student
at Lawhill Maritime Centre. Theo like Lutho, was assisted into the yachting
industry by Phil in 2015 and is now working on the Super Yacht Anne where
he clocked up 20 000 miles in 2020! Sifundo Sithole in Grade 12 is now being
funded by Theo who is not only covering Sifundo’s school fees, boarding and
travel expenses but is acting as a mentor through regular calls. This is a great
success story for Marine Inspirations having gone full circle and will hopefully
inspire others to do the same.
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fundraising

This loss of income together with the suspension of the OOW
course at SSTG resulted in the Bursary Fund not awarding
a Tertiary Bursary for 2021. In addition, Covid also led to a

Covid turned everything on its head in
2020 and the main fundraising event of
the year, the Marine Bursary Golf Day
had to be cancelled.

Grade 12 students Nikita Adams, Buren Van Wyk
and Owami Zuma on return to Lawhill Maritime
Centre in June wearing their GB masks.

change in government spending priorities thus the Bursary
Fund did not receive any funding from former major funder
SAIMI. As this funding had included some of the Fund’s
administrative expenses this loss impacted the finances and
some reserve funds had to be used to cover this.
In March, the closure of schools was announced due to
the pandemic and the Bursary Fund team soon became
concerned about the impact that this would have on the
students who had been sent back from boarding school, many
to overcrowded township home circumstances. An appeal
for Covid Relief Funds was made to our sponsors and the
response was most heart-warming. These funds enabled the
Bursary Fund to provide food vouchers, study guides and data
for online learning.
The Bursary Fund is most grateful for the wonderful ongoing
support that is received from individuals and corporates
many of whom are members of the General Botha Old Boys’
Association. This support has meant that going into 2021 all

2020 saw the establishment of a Fundraising and
Marketing Sub Committee which meets quarterly to
review, guide and assist with fundraising and marketing.
In addition, the website gbbursaryfund.co.za was

the Bursary Fund students at LMC are funded by sponsors.

updated and relaunched and the newsletter Nurturing

By working together, the lives of many young South Africans

Sea Fever was sent out in February, May and November

are being uplifted.

and was warmly received.
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2020

financial
statements
January 2020 to December 2020

The reports and statements set out below
comprise the annual financial statements
presented to executive committee members:

index
17		

Statement of responsibility.

18		

Compilation report of the
accounting officer.
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19		

Balance sheet.

20		

Income statement.

21		

Notes.
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Leave your mark
Leave a legacy!
S.A.T.S General Botha OLD BOYS’
ASSOCIATION BURSARY FUND

ALISTAIR STRUTHERS
LEGACY BURSARY

Alwande Sithole a Class 11 from
Durban is the proud recipient of this
scholarship in Alistair’s Honour.

Addendum –
Standard Codicil for Wills

Alistair Struthers (GB 1960/61) passed

CODICIL

away in July 2019 after a long drawn
out battle with cancer. He along with
many others from that year group were
instrumental in forming and supporting

Relating to a fixed or an annual sum (donation) from my estate
I, the undersigned____________________________________________

the initial founding of the Fund through

(Full names)

either being founder Board Members,

Declare the following to be a codicil to my Will.

donors or supporters in many other ways. Alistair living in
Aberdeen, Scotland contributed substantially through annual
donations to the fund from 2011 until he passed over the side.
Alistair left his sea-going career as a Master after service at sea
in Ellerman Lines, London and Overseas Freighters, Safmarine
and finally as Master in Unicorn Lines. During this time, he
obtained his Extra Masters certificate.
He left sea going in 1977 to join the United Kingdom
Department of Transport, Marine Safety Agency which changed
names during his service to Maritime and Coastguard Agency,
and he retired as Regional Operations Manager -Surveys and
Inspections for Scotland and Northern Ireland.

1. I bequeath the sum of R __________________________________
(In words) ___________________________________________________
2. To the S.A.T.S. General Botha Old Boys Association Bursary
Fund.
3. I confirm the terms of my Will in all other respects.
IN WITNESS whereof I have hereunto set my hand at
____________________________(place) on this ____________ day of
___________________ (month) 20____(year), in the presence
of the subscribing witnesses, I, the Testator, and the said

In late 2019 the fund was notified that Alistair had completed a

witnesses all being present together at the same time and

codicil to his will which eventually resulted in a legacy donation

signing our names in the presence of one another.

of R236 764. The family agreed that the funds be used to
sponsor a LMC student.

Signed …………………………..............................………… (Testator)

CLIVE GIBSON TRUST
In 2020 notification was received that Clive Gibson (GB 1964)
had left his entire estate to the Bursary Fund by creating a

AS WITNESSED:		

1. …………………………………………..............

				

2. …………………………………………..............

Trust of which the Bursary Fund will receive an amount of
R50 000 per annum. This is an unexpected gift which
will assist the Bursary Fund in the provision of Maritime
Education to disadvantaged young South Africans.

This is a confidential document to be handed to your
attorney for safe keeping with your will.

If you are considering a charity gift in your will,
please consider supporting the future of the Bursary
Fund and the young lives it uplifts, by completing the
attached codicil.

Should you wish to inform the S.A.T.S GBOBA Bursary Fund
of your decision to leave a legacy (you do not need to tell us
the amount) please would you write or send a copy of this
Codicil to us at P. O. Box 414, Muizenberg, Western Cape,
7950, South Africa or email it to gm@generalbotha.co.za.

THE S.A.T.S General Botha OLD BOYS’
ASSOCIATION BURSARY FUND

Postal Address:
P.O. Box 414, Muizenberg, Western Cape, 7950, South Africa
Email:
Thalia Hock General Manager
gm@generalbotha.co.za
Website:
www.gbbursaryfund.co.za

Fund Contacts
Simon Pearson
Chairman
082 396 8368
simon@sjpearson.co.za

Tony Nicholas
Member of EXCO
082 555 2877
tonynicholas@generalbotha.co.za

Banking Details
S.A.T.S. General Botha Old Boys Association Bursary Fund
Nedbank, Constantia
Branch Code 101-109
Account Number 10111 33164
Swift Code (Foreign Transfers) NEDS ZA JJ
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